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Brighten Up Series™
Highest performance guaranteed*
Perfecting sunlight through invention
We didn’t invent the sun. We just improved it.
Solatube® Daylighting Systems are engineered to efficiently capture the sun’s rays and deliver them into
your home. From sunup to sundown you’ll get brighter, more colourful rooms that cost nothing to light.
Because installation can usually be done in about two hours with no structural changes, it’s the fastest
and simplest solution to a brighter, more beautiful home.

Capture
Our combined technology delivers
unrivalled year round performance in
light output and superior UV protection
Raybender® 3000 Technology - A patented daylight-capturing
Technology that:
• Redirects low-angle daylight for maximum light capture
• Rejects overpowering summer midday sunlight and heat
• Provides consistent daylight throughout the day
LightTracker™ Reflector - Innovative in-dome reflector that:
• Increases and redirects low-angle morning, afternoon and
winter sunlight.
• Provides more daylight when you need it most

Transfer
Spectralight® Infinity™ tube made from
the worlds most reflective material with
patented ‘Cool Tube’ technology for
maximum energy efficiency.
• Delivers 99.7%** specular reflectivity for maximum
daylight transfer
• Provides the purest colour rendition possible
so colours are truer and brighter
• Transfers light further than any other skylight material.

Deliver
Stylish Daylight Delivery
Form and function combine for optimal daylight diffusion
• Solatube® Decorative Fixtures bring the beauty of glass to your interior
• The Effect Lenses offer choices to warm or soften the light
• A Light Kit, Vent Kit or Daylight Dimmer adds functionality
Engineered Light Diffusion
Advanced optical technology:
• Blocks UV transmission
• Delivers superior diffusion
• Provides for visual clarity and comfort
**Specular reflectance greater than 99% with wavelength specific reflectance
up to 99.7% for the visible spectrum
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Solar Star
Power and performance with style

Drive out heat
and moisture
Heat and moisture are your
enemies when it comes to your
home. Solar Star Attic Fans
reduce their effects, keeping
your home cool in summer and
protecting it from harm during
winter. Harnessing the sun’s
energy, these fans use solar
electricity to effectively ventilate
your attic.

Advanced
Advanced solar panel
technology generates
maximum power.
Durable
Seamless, powdercoated steel flashing is
leak-proof and durable.

Solar Star
Roof Mount 1200

Solar Star
Roof Mount 1600

The Solar Star RM 1200 is
designed to keep your attic
cool and dry by driving out
built-up heat and moisture.
It’s the perfect solution
for small attic spaces and
moderate to mild climates.

The Solar Star RM 1600
generates maximum power
to battle built-up heat and
moisture in your attic. It’s the
ideal solar-powered ventilation
solution for large attic spaces
and extreme climates.

Long-lasting
Non-corrosive polymeric
fan blades and exhaust
grill are long-lasting.
High-performing
High-performance
motor is reliable and
whisper quiet.
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Brighten Up Accessories
Adding functionality and style to Australia's highest performing Skylight*
Select your style

Control your light

Our Solatube® Decorative Fixtures enhance the
look of any interior with options that range from
practical to elegant to dazzling.

Light Add-on Kit
Works with any ordinary bulb
for night-time use.

Ventilation Add-on Kit
Combines with the
Solatube® 160 DS to drive
out humidity in a single
elegant design.

AuroraGlo™ 290 DS/DSe
OptiView®
160 DS/DSe
290 DS/DSe

Daylight Dimmer
Easily controls the amount of
daylight entering a room with
the convenience of a switch.

Flashings for All Roof Types

VividShade™
290 DS/DSe

Fabricated as a single, seamless piece to ensure
leak-proof performance, flashing kits are available
for all roof types and pitches.

TierDrop™
160 DS/DSe
290 DS/DSe

QuadraFrost™

250 Corrugated

400 Corrugated

250 Concrete Tile

400 Tile for Concrete
and Terracotta

250 Terracotta Tile

No pitch for over flashing

290 DS/DSe

JustFrost™
160 DS/DSe
290 DS/DSe

Classic Vusion™
160 DS/DSe
290 DS/DSe
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Smart LED
Creating light in a smarter way
The sun and
LED unite
The Solatube® Smart LED
System is a 24 hour home
lighting solution that delivers up
to 94% in light energy savings*.
This revolutionary hybrid system
combines advanced LED
technology with state-of-the-
art daylighting for unparalleled
energy efficiency. It also operates
automatically, lasts longer than
traditional electric lights, and is
virtually maintenance-free.

Designed for ultimate
performance
The Solatube®
Smart LED
System has
earned the
prestigious
ENERGY STAR rating for its
ability to minimize heat loss in
extremely cold climates and
heat gain in extremely warm
ones, giving you the ultimate
in thermal performance and
energy efficiency.
*94% light energy savings was calculated
by comparing electricity use of two
60 watt incandescent light bulbs in a typical
recessed can with baffled trim
for a combined three day hours and three
night hours to one 15 watt LED for three
night hours.

Amplifier
The patented Amplifier redirects
light downward at the most effective
angle, maximizing light output for
powerful performance.

Daylight Sensor
The Daylight Sensor automatically
activates the LEDs when needed to
maintain consistent light levels.

Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs)
Four 3000K LEDs provide ultraenergy efficient lighting designed to
last up to 20 years.

Optional Occupancy Sensor
Automatically triggers LEDs when light
levels are low in an occupied area.
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Heavenly Intelligent
A Skylight to rival all others

The Heavenly Intelligent is the
most affordable of our high quality
tubular skylights. This skylight
utilises ray-bending technology to
capture both low and high angled
light, making the most of every
hour of sunlight. The hours of
daylight captured by the Heavenly
Intelligent rival all competitor
products. The Heavenly Intelligent
is made from tough transparent
polymers designed to stand up
to extreme weather, including
hailstorms, with a no leaks
guarantee.
| Mirror like reflectivity tube
| Effortless installation, no
structural modifications required
| Hail resistant dome with UV
protection
| A high quality, leak-proof roof
flashing

Heavenly Intelligent Accessories

| Complies with Australian
Standards AS4285

Light Add-on Kit

Ventilation Add-on Kit

Minimise the light fittings
in your ceiling and locate
them inside your skylight.

Unique to Solatube® this innovative
two-in-one ceiling fixture extracts stale
air, and minimises ceiling penetration
for a more attractive look.

Slimline Diffuser

Prismatic Diffusers

Best suited for task-lighting a
particular area.

Maximise the spread of beautiful
natural light.
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Econotube
Quality on a budget

| Combines premium quality
roof-top components with
economical below the roof
components
| Crystal Clear dome with
standard UV protection
| Leak-proof profiles to suit
all roof applications

Econotube
Accessories

Ventilation
Add-on Kit

Prismatic
Diffusers

Passive ventilation available:

250mm

400mm

Enviromax
Mechanical roof ventilation
| Operates automatically when
needed, even in non-windy
conditions
| Rating 820m3/hr
| Warranty: 2 year motor
| 1 double cap thermostat
motor vent equals 7 wind vents
| Thermostat controlled
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Service

How can we brighten your day?
When you decide to buy a Solatube® Daylighting System from us,
you have the option of having it installed by one of our Solatube®
Certified Installation Consultants.

But what does that mean for you?
Quite simply it offers you peace of mind, as we fit your
Solatube® Daylighting System quickly and efficiently with
minimum disruption.
Our team has undergone an intense Solatube®
Installation Certification program, provided by Solatube®
Australia Pty Ltd. This training course has
been put together through the joint knowledge of Australia’s
largest skylight network and is focused on delivering a
professional installation and courteous service which is
second to none in the industry.
Our Certified Installer network carry full indemnity insurance
and provide guarantees for the work they carry out. They are
not qualified electricians, however, so under current legislation
they are not permitted to carry out electrical wiring.

“I provide you with design

expertise to ensure you
get the right light every day.”

Your Solatube® Dealer:
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